YOU'RE NEVER FULLY DRESSED WITHOUT A SMILE
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Intro

Tenor Lead

Dah-dle-ah dah-dle-ah dah-dle-ah dah. Dah-dle-ah dah-dle-ah

Bari Bass

Hey, hobo man, hey, Dapper Dan,
Your clothes may be "Beau Brummel-y."

you both got your style, but brother you're never fully

They stand out a mile,
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You're Never Fully Dressed Without A Smile

1. dressed without a smile. Da dah-die-ah dah-die-ah.

2. without a smile. Who cares what they're wearing on Main Street or Sav-ille

Row? It's what you wear from ear to ear, and not from head to

toe that matters. So, sen-a-tor, so jan-i-tor, so long for a
You're Never Fully Dressed Without A Smile

while remember you're never fully dressed without a

smile. Who cares what they're wearing on Main Street or Sav-ille

Who cares

Row? It's what you wear from ear to ear and not from head to
decelerando

Slow

So, senator, so, jan-i-tor,

So,

So,
You're Never Fully Dressed Without A Smile

so long for a while. Remember you're never fully dressed, though you may wear the best, you're never fully dressed with -

Tag

out a smile, hobo man smile, Dapper Dan

out a smile, Dah-dle-ah dah-dle-ah

dah-dle-ah dah, Never fully dressed without a smile!